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● Trends in the Membership

● The Rise of Virtual Memberships + Examples

● Advantages of Virtual Community

TOPICS FOR TODAY







How has technology & COVID-19 changed the ways that 
 VISITORS  and  MEMBERS  and  DONORS  

engage at museums?

QUESTION



What changes has COVID brought 
about in membership?

QUESTION



MEMBERSHIP TRENDS
IN THE COVID-ERA

Greater attention towards digital communication.

Higher expectations of technology.

The rise of virtual events and benefits.

Ethos of experimentation and digital innovation.



How are organizations maintaining 
engagement using virtual access and 

virtual membership options?

QUESTION





● Exclusive Virtual Member Events

● Virtual Access + Benefits

● Virtual Member Appreciation

● Virtual Membership Levels

Types of Virtual Membership



VIRTUAL MEMBER EVENTSEXAMPLE



VIRTUAL MEMBER EVENTSEXAMPLE



VIRTUAL MEMBER ACCESSEXAMPLE



VIRTUAL MEMBER BENEFITSEXAMPLE



VIRTUAL MEMBER BENEFITSEXAMPLE



VIRTUAL MEMBERSHIP APPRECIATIONEXAMPLE



VIRTUAL MEMBERSHIP LEVELEXAMPLE



VIRTUAL MEMBERSHIP LEVELEXAMPLE



VIRTUAL MEMBERSHIP LEVELEXAMPLE



43% of surveyed cultural 
organizations are either 
already offering or 
considering offering 
virtual membership in 
the future.

43% 



VIRTUAL MEMBERSHIP LEVELEXAMPLE

REPORT: 100+ MEMBERSHIP 
LEADERS SHARE THEIR PRIORITIES 
FOR DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION IN 
MUSEUM MEMBERSHIP

https://membership.cuseum.com/2021-insights-report



● Engaging members beyond the onsite 
experience

● Sharing mission online

Virtual Membership 



EXAMPLE

 “Digital content does a great job keeping 
people engaged, and it gives them options on 
how they want to engage.” Emily Ferguson, 
Membership Manager @ The San Diego 
Natural History Museum



● Changing ideas of community - your 
supporters can be geographically 
widespread

● Potential to convert one time visitors and 
tourists in members/supporters

Virtual Membership 



EXAMPLE

When we first decided to relaunch our membership, we sat down and 
thought, what can we offer? If we’re going to relaunch, it should be new 
and innovative and we should offer something. And at that point, a virtual 
membership was offered as an idea because we have over 74 different 
countries that visit us every single year. People were giving us feedback, ‘I 
can only get here from Stockholm once every five years. Do you guys 
have anything online?’ And we realized that other than a very short tour 
on our website, we weren’t really offering anything. So at that point, our 
archivist started creating programs. That led to a full virtual membership.” 
— Cat Harper, Guest Services & Events Manager @ National Steinbeck 
Center



Thank you for having me!

MADDIE@CUSEUM.COM

Learn more at cuseum.com

We’d love to hear from you!


